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Ride N Care Partners with PRIME Surgical Centers for Outpatient
Transportation

Ride N Care’s digital health and wellness transportation platform gives PRIME’s patients the
flexibility to schedule outpatient procedures at their convenience, without having to impose on
friends or family for transportation. Ride N Care’s personalized patient transportation
solutions are easy to set-up, cost-effective, and help take some of the stress out of having an
outpatient procedure.

Santa Monica, CA (PRWEB) November 08, 2017 -- In a continuation of its industry and geographic expansion
to meet demand for its health + wellness transportation solutions, Santa Monica, Calif.-based tech startup Ride
N Care, Inc. is partnering with PRIME MSO, a leading surgical facility management organization, to provide
patient transportation for PRIME’s outpatient facilities throughout Southern California. The partnership will
give PRIME’s outpatients a safe, easy-to-use, and HIPAA-compliant transportation alternative.

“After working with the terrific and dedicated team at PRIME MSO on our pilot program, it’s exciting to
formalize our partnership and expand the delivery of Ride N Care’s transportation platform to all of PRIME’s
outpatient locations,” says Danilo Toskovic, Ride N Care’s co-founder and CEO. “Ride N Care’s health and
wellness transportation solutions offer PRIME’s patients the flexibility to schedule outpatient procedures at
their convenience, without having to impose on friends or family for transportation. Ride N Care’s personalized
patient transportation options are easy to set-up, cost-effective, and help take some of the stress out of having an
outpatient procedure.”

Different from other digital ride share services, Ride N Care offers a secure, scalable and proprietary digital
platform coupled with a high-touch interface that is HIPAA-compliant. The platform is available to both
individual and institutional customers in every segment of the healthcare, wellness, and Senior services
markets. Transportation service offerings include RNC Basic (cub-to-curb), RNC Pro (door-through-door
assisted by a care professional), and RNC Specialty (wheelchair, WAV, and gurney transportation). Requests
are completed either by speaking to an operator available 24/7 or through the digital interface that allows
individuals and health care organizations to easily manage transportation type selection, pricing, scheduling,
pick up and drop off, and payment processing.

About Ride N Care, Inc.
Ride N Care was founded in 2015 by an experienced patient transportation team to improve health and wellness
outcomes for people with limited access to safe, reliable and cost-effective transportation. Whether it’s aging-
in-place seniors, hospital inpatient discharge, outpatient post-procedure transportation, patients needing follow-
up care, clinical trial subjects, chemotherapy or dialysis patients, and others with mobility limitations, Ride N
Care’s solution makes it easy to solve the transportation puzzle and improve health and wellness outcomes.
Every transport request can be completed easily and securely by calling toll-free: +1 (800) 507-0672, or at
http://www.ridencare.com.
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Contact Information
Steven Blake
Ride N Care, Inc.
http://www.ridencare.com
+1 4157302704

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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